SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE
We are constantly trying to improve the performance, functionality, and features of the System1200 instruments. The vast majority of these improvements are directly based on the feedback, wishes and comments we r eceive from customers.
At least once a year a "major" new software version is released which contains major new features and functionality. In addition to these "major" releases, additional smaller software ve rsions may be released which contain a smaller number of new features and/or corrections to existing functionality.
New major software releases can only be loaded onto an instrument if the instrument has a valid software maintenance contract.
This newsletter explains the software maintenance concept of System 1200 and explains which versions can be loaded onto which sensor.
LOADING NEW SOFTWARE VERSIONS
If a software version can be loaded onto an i nstrument depends on two dates -the Internal Release Date of the software and the Maintenance End Date of the instrument.
If the internal release date of the software is older than the maintenance end date of the i nstrument the software can be loaded. For example, if the internal release date of the software is 1 September 2005 and the maintenance end date of the instrument is 15 October 2005 then in this case the software can be loaded.
If the internal r elease date of the software is dated newer than the maintenance end date of the instrument the software cannot be loaded and the message panel " Warning 102" is displayed: "The expiry date of the maintenance contract on this instrument does not allow this firmware to be loaded. Contract your local Leica dealer to upgrade the maintenance contract".
INTERNAL RELEASE DATE OF SOFTWARE
The internal release date of the software is defined within the software itself and as described above, defines to which instruments the software can be loaded. 
MAINTENANCE END DATE
The maintenance end date is a property of the instrument itself. As already described, it defines which software versions can be loaded onto that specific instrument.
The maintenance end date of an instrument can always be checked by pressing the USER key, then choosing F3(STAT) and then selecting 3 System Information to access the STATUS System Information panel. Press F6 (PAGE) to access the Firmware page.
The Maintenance End prompt shows the maintenance end date -note also that the current software which is loaded on the instrument is shown in the Firmware prompt.
ALSO GOOD TO KNOW
There is also some other useful information which is worth to know regarding dates on System1200 instruments.
3-MONTH (90 DAYS) SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE
All newly delivered instruments have a free 90 day software maintenance. This means that the maintenance end date of the instrument is set 90 days in the future once the instrument has been System 1200 Newsletter -No. 30 Software Maintenance used for a total of 8 hours. All new software versions, which are r eleased up to a period of 90 days after the new instrument was used for a total of 8 hours, can then be loaded on the i nstrument.
The reason why the instrument must be used for a total of 8 hours before the maintenance date is set is that an instrument may be turned on several times (such as by the Selling Unit or Dealer testing the instrument before final shipping) before the final customer really uses the instrument. This should mean that the maintenance end date is not activated before the customer has "gained ownership" of the instrument.
The reason why the maintenance end date is set 90 days after the point in time when the instruments has been used for 8 hours is because a new software could be released shortly after a customer has bought (and used) an instrument. The additional 3 months means that a software which is released up to 90 days after the customer has bought an instrument can still be loaded.
1-MONTH (30 DAYS) APPLICATION TRIAL PERIOD
All purchasable optional loadable applications (such as RoadRunner, DTM stakeout and Reference Line) can be loaded and used with full functionality for a trial period of 30 days. This 30 day period begins the first the application is started.
This allows a user to verify if the application program meets his requirements. After the 30 days have expired, the application can no longer be started until the application is purchased and the respective license key is entered.
1-YEAR SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE CONTRACT
At any time (at the same time the instrument is purchased or later) a 1 -year software maintenance contract can be purchased.
For GPS1200 and TPS1200 this software maintenance contract is ordered with the following article numbers:
? ? Art. no. 734397: One year maintenance TPS1200 software ? ? Art. no. 734393: One year maintenance GPS1200 software
Upon ordering a software maintenance contract a license key is issued. This licence key contains the serial number of the instrument and the software expiry date. The license key can be either be manually entered or loaded onto the instrument. The easiest way is to load the license key onto the instrument.
To do this, copy the license key (the .key file) to the \system directory of the memory card. It can then be loaded from the TOOLS Enter License Key panel (access from the main menu using 6 Tools and 6 Licence Keys) and choose Upload Key File at the Method prompt.
Press F1(CONT) to load the key file. A message line will confirm if the key was accepted or not. The user now decides to order a one-year software maintenance contract on 20 August 2004. He then receives a key file, which can be loaded onto the instrument. After loading the key file the maintenance end date displayed on the instrument will be 20 August 2005.
AN EXAMPLE
The next major software v ersion (which was v2.00 with internal release date of the 28 February) can then be loaded onto the instrument.
In addition, all other new software versions which could be released before the 20 August 2005 can be loaded onto the instrument.
New software versions with an internal release date of later than 20 August 2005 cannot be loaded until the maintenance contract is renewed
